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Tarot Reading for Chakras Example
 Knowledge of the future can bring peace of mind. Tarot cards have been used for centuries, by many
people worldwide to reveal future trends and possibilities, and guide them when making decisions.
The messages and guidance offered by a Tarot Reading will be honest and give clarity, meaning and 
validation to the recipient. Moreover, Tarot Readings can provide flashes of inspiration where 
otherwise the problems the person may be facing may seem insurmountable.
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1 Root:         VII The Chariot
Body, material, possessions, Earth.
Health
If you don't slow down or take it easy when you feel you should, you will get sick, catch
a cold, or suffer from mental strain or physical exhaustion.
Finances
You will have to confront someone over money, but your arguments will be successful
and the money will be paid to you.

2 Sacral:         Six of Wands
Energy, desire, emotions, attraction. Water.
Desire
You want to get on with things -- to start a new project, way of life, or lifestyle.
Emotions
You will be extremely edgy or irritable because you will feel locked into a situation you
want to get out of.

3 Solar Plexus:         Knight of Swords
Power, self, assurance. Fire.
Focus
The focus is on renewed business activity, financial security, or potential enterprises;
rising from obscure status to a more prominent or fruitful position; and decisions
concerning investments, partnerships, and love affairs.
Action
Don't give up; you're going to receive an answer or clear cut direction that will solve
your problem(s) and get you back on the right track.

4 Heart:         XI Justice
Love, trust, surrender. Air.
Romance
You will review the quality of your love life or relationship(s) and will realize that's
exactly what you want -- quality, not quantity -- and so far it's been the other way around.
Others
Others will make you feel insecure, vulnerable, or defenceless
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5 Throat:         Ace of Cups
Communication, perception, expression.
Others
You'll be feeling pressured to "perform" or to give more than you're capable of.
Mail
You'll be trying to clear up obscure or ambiguous documents, ledgers, or statements but
will not have much success. More facts are needed. This could also indicate an
unexpected letter or payment you'll be pleased about.

6 Third Eye:         XXI The World
Visualization, intuition, telepathy, ESP, clairvoyance.
Beginnings
You will feel that you have transcended the obstacles, difficulties, or disappointments
you had to face, and it will be a very good feeling.
Surprises
Someone's irrational behaviour will hurt or upset you very much, and you won't know
how to contend with it. This will be someone close like a friend, lover, or relative. (It
could even be a pet.)

7 Crown:         Nine of Pentacles
The cosmos, Universe, cosmic consciousness.
Outcome
You will serve others, increase your earnings and promote yourself or your business, but
unless you make a move (or amends), your desire for a partnership or union will be unfulfilled.
Guidance
Mundane: A situation will arrive that will lure, entice or beckon you on -- a very
tempting offer. And your wish for a union will soon be fulfilled.
Esoteric: Think the situation out before you approach it. If you're sincere, you'll get
whatever help you need. If not, you will run into obstacles.    
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